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BC exhibit showcases high school artwork
By Denise M. Gonzalez
Reporter

GREGORY D. COOK I THE RIP

A mixed-media sculpture titled "Vanity" by Ana Garcia, a junior at Independence High
School, sits on display at the Panorama Invitational art show in the Wylie and May Louise
Jones Gallery on the Bakersfield College campus Feb. 11.

The Panorama Invitational, an exhibit that
holds artwork done by Kem County High
School juniors and seniors, is being presented at
the Wylie and May Louise Jones Gallery at Bakersfield College.
The exhibit was first opened on Feb. 11, and
will continue to showcase the a11work through
March I 0. The gallery is located inside the
Grace Van Dyke Bird library, and is open Monday through Thursday 1-7 p.m. The high schools
participating this year are Bakersfield, East Bakersfield, Foothill, Frontier, Garces Memorial,
Golden Valley, Independence, Liberty, North,
South and Tehachapi High.
David Koeth, chair of the Art Department at
BC, was proud to attend the exhibit due to the
high number of high schools that chose to participate. Koeth is very impressed by the quality
of the work done by the students.
"The Art Department at BC believes strongly
in showing the work of high school art students,"
said Koeth. "It is an opportunity for strong student work to be seen in a gallery setting, it introduces the student artists to how exhibitions
operate and it encourages the students to consider an art career after high school."
Raul Chaidez, a junior at Liberty High School,
was one of the many students who used acrylic
to construct his painting called, "The Intensity of
a Tiger." Chaidez is very intrigued by wildlife,
preferably lions and tigers due to their fierce appearance. He is also interested in painting, drawing, using watercolors and also enjoys sculpting
with clay.
"T made this dot painting of a tiger's face with
different sized dowels and paint. I chose a tiger
because Tthink they are strong and authoritative
animals," said Chaidez.
Art students also find themselves creating
pieces that tell a story relating to their own lifestyles and experiences. Kimberly Rathbun, a senior at Foothill High School, used pen and color
pencil for her art piece to give inspiration to teenage girls. Her a11 piece is called, "I Wish." Rathbun has been involved in art since first grade and
finds herself going back and forth with painting

and drawing as her profession.
"T always see different cliques at school and
T usually get my inspiration from that type of
atmosphere," said Rathbun. "T decided to do
this piece when T found myself struggling with
my identity. I decided that by doing this piece
T could bring to light the identity struggle that
teenage girls go through."
Andrew Frausto, a senior at South High, is another a11 student who used acrylic to construct his
piece. Frausto named his painting "Red Panda"
after becoming inspired by a famous artist. He
found himself only drawing at first then he gradually opened up to painting also. Frausto hopes
to pursue his career as an artist and be featured
in more art galleries. He is looking to attend Otis
or San Francisco Art Schools.
" My inspiration came from Andy Warhol 's
'Endangered Species Pop Art' series. I chose
this red panda because of its beauty and particular attractiveness," said Frausto. "For my painting I used acrylic paint. I have used acrylic paint
before so working with the medium was fairly
easy."
Alt instructor Dacey Vanderwal, from Independence High School, attended the opening
reception. Vanderwal was there to s upport her
students and their first showcased artwork.
" Having the students at the Bakersfield College
gallery is a great experience and something very
special," said Vanderwal. 'The student I chose
for the gallery, Ana Garcia, is a wonderful artist
for her courage to try new things because she is
willing to take risks that other students don't and
she demonstrated that through her sculpture."
Ana Garcia, a junior at Independence High,
designed and sculpted an art piece called "Vanity." Garcia has been involved in art since sixth
grade and hopes to attend an art school in San
Francisco or Otis. She spent two to th ree months
constructing her sculpture.
"The idea T had while making 'Vanity' was
that many people try too hard to become beautiful physically, they even forget or hide their true
self," said Garcia. "I also thought that beauty was
a disease that could even make you ugly."
The gallery welcomes all students and staff
to view the art displayed from the high school
students.

Local gallery showcases 'Alice in
Wonderland' inspired artistry
By Mateo M. Melero
Reporter
Hidden beneath the colossus
of the Bank of America building
in downtown Bakersfield, lies a
gateway to a world of hookahsmoking caterpillars, Cheshire
cats, mad hatters and white rabbits with time issues.
Hosted by the Arts Council of
Kern, and located at the Younger
Gallery on 1440 Truxtun Ave.,
" Down the Rabbit Hole" features art inspired by Lewis Carroll's timeless classic "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland." The
creatures comprised of oil paint,
acrylic, India ink, and wood and
digital pixels are depicted in their
classical form as well as in more
DAVIDKARNOWSKI /THERIP
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mood to do
something
whimsical.

Allen Swerdfeger holds up four-year-old Violet Hughes to view the inside of a piece
of art on display at the Younger Gallery on Feb. 12.

))

- Nancy Sharp, artist
abstract renderings.
"I was in the mood to do something whimsical," said Nancy
Sharp, who was awarded best in
show with her "A Very Cheesy
Chesire" painting. "I had just
finished a detailed po11rait and
wanted to do something a little
more fun."
Named after the first chapter in
Carroll 's book, Nicole St. John,
curator of the show, said "[Down
the Rabbit Hole) was influenced
by the upcoming movie and we
wanted to present another interpretation of things."
Also on display, "Outside in
Wonderland" features art from
the Visual Arts Workshop, a program for artists with developmental disabilities.
The premiere, held on Jan. 29,
gathered a crowd of 150 people
and four pieces were sold. Best
in show went to Sharp's "A Very
Cheesy Chesire" with honorable mentions going to Beverly
Carrick's "Down the Rabbit
Hole" and Tatiana Janovskaia's
"Court."
"Down the Rabbit Hole" and
"Outside in Wonderland" will be
on display until March 25. All art
is available for purchase.

Ready to become a
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Artist Marcy Holbrook's sculpture titled "Chesire Cat" is
displayed in the "Down the Rabbit Hole" showcase Feb. 12.

Registered Nurse?
Take the next step toward an exciting career!
San Joaquin Valley College has an exciting program
to help you prepare to become a Registered Nurse.

Earn your A.S. Degree in just four 20-week terms!

Program Benefits:
• Guaranteed class schedule
• All nursing courses completed in four 20-week terms
• Graduates earn their A.S. Degree and are eligible to take
the NCLEX-RN exam for licensure
SJVC's RN Program is approved by the
California Board of Registered Nursing (BRN).

Call today to speak to an admissions advisor!

Visalia Campus 8400W. Mineral King · sjvc.edu
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San Joaquin Valley College is accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, 10 Commercial Blvd.,
Suite 204, Novato, CA 94949, (415)506-0234, an institutional accrediting body recognized by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation and the U.S. Department of Education.
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Staff Editorial

o/a{entine's (J)ay: romantic
fio{icfay or 6{atant liypocricy?

Paid petitioners a
campus nuisance
•

Like a bum begging for change on tJ1e
street. Bakersfield College students are the
constant targets of another type of vagrant
tight here on campus. Paid petition circuJators can often be found in the connecting
conidor between the free speech area and
the Campus Center bantering at students
about a political cause of one type or another.
In similar fashion to a "change spanger;'
these would-be advocates raise their daily
bread. dollar by dollar, with tlie signatures
of registered voters. Paid to solicit students
into joining vaguely described causes, these
petition pushers are nothing new in ll1e
political process but have become an evermenacing part of traversing tJu·ough pans of
the can1pus.
Amazingly, it seems that every day we
can walk by ll1ese ta bles and be asked. once
again. if we would like to sign a petition.
One worker even made the broad claim of.
"Save California's state parks, sign this petition." We question whether some of ll1ese
petitions are being properly described with
short one-liners such as this. Most students
do not have llie time or attention required
to read through sometimes-lengthy ballot
proposals.
Much like vendors selling jeweliy and
other wares, all petition circulators, paid
or not, must be given permission by the
Student Services office to be on campus
and must conduct their business with some
regulation.
According to Patti Rapp. executive assistant of the dean of students office, every
circulator must check in with Carla Reyes.
depa11ment assistant of student activities.
Rapp said, essentially. any other type of organization, such as the U.S. Armed Forces
recruitment officers, must also check in.
The circulators are also required to stand
behind ilie table area they are using and cannot approach students in any other fashion
except for asking students to come to the
table.
Ultimate discretion for allowing a particular petition to be presented to students falls
into the hands of Dean of Students Joyce
Coleman. WhiJe we do appreciate this regulation, policy concerning what constitutes
an appropriate perition for srudent review
was unavailable in document format from
ilie Student Services office.
Regulatfon for petitions vary greatly
among the states, but California has laws in
place that do affect our frequent visitors to
campus. The State of California Elec. Code
§ 101 actually includes quoted text that must
be printed in 12 point type on every petition made available and located before the
signature area.
The text is quoted as: ''NOTICE TO
THE PUBLIC. THIS PETITION MAY BE
CIRCULKfED BY A PAID SIGNATURE
GATHERER OR A VOLUNTEER. YOU
HAVE THE RIGHT TO ASK."
Accordi11g 10 the National Conference of
State Legislawres, a non-profit organization. the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled it unconstitutional for states to ban paid petition
circuJators. Despite this. seven states have
adopted regulations such as the one in Califomia that requires circulators to disclose if
they are paid or simply voluntee1ing.
The NCSL Web site also states that six
states have banned the payment of circulators under a per-signature rate but rather
must have an hourly salary. These states
have had mixed results in federal cow-is
with such laws. Califomia does not ban the
payment of circulators for each signature
collected.
It is the belief of tJ1is editotial board that
peti tions are a right of the people and students have the right to sign them on campus.
It is not. however, politically just or conducive to the learning environment of our campus to allow these political hawkers a space
to conduct their business. We advocate tJ1e
simple ban of paid petition circulators on
me Bakersfield College campus.
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HOLIDAY I Valentine's Day is a nice
reminder to give random acts of
love.
By Michael Wafford
Reporter

Love is in the air, the time of Valentine's Day is upon us again.
Whether you're in a relationship or
single, you can't help but be reminded
about the holiday constantly as television, movies and retail bombard us
wim images
of
happy
co upl es,
jewelry, ca.na y. flowers and any other sort of gift
that can be wrapped inside neat little
heart-shaped boxes.
However. Valentine's Day isn' t
about au that materialistic hogwash.
Valentine's Day is about love. Established hundreds of years ago, tJ1e day
gives pa11ners a chance to unashamedly show love and affection to each
other. Expressing love to another person is one of the most natural things a
person can do and whether expressed
in a handwritten note or an unexpected embrace, Valentine's Day does not
have to be a costly holiday.
This is probably just the romantic
in me speaking. but tJ1ere 's sometiring intrinsically attractive about a
day dedicated to love. Random acts
of love should happen constantly, but
they don' t, and a day dedicated to
them can't help but wann my hea1t
a little. Valentine's Day shouldn't be
the only time random acts of love occur but it's nice to have a reminder.
TI1c single person, myself included.
can also enjoy Valentine's Day. They

PRo

don't have to
wony about
the materialistic aspects
of the holiday
at all and
c a n

devote
the day
to simply
enjoying themselves. Love can be
expensive, so being single dwing the
recession is a financially sound decision. Singles don 't need to sit at home
wondering about what everyone else
is doing; they can get out and mingle,
proclaim their affection to a potential valentine, or spend tjme with the
friends and family they love.
There's also another perk to Valentine·s Day: Desperation is in the air.
For ilie person out there looking for
fast "Jove,.. there aren '1 many days
that can compare to Feb. 14. From
anri-Valentine's Day gatherings to
the many adult-themed celebrations
occurring around town 10 lonely acquaintances. hooking up on Valentine's Day isn ·1 hard. 1 can attest from
personal expe1ience that it can be as
simple as one phone call, and I'm no
Casanova.
Let's face it, Valentine's Day isn't
going anywhere. So whether you're
celebrati ng the day with tl1e love of
your life. spending time with yourself
or out and about looking for some
good old-fashioned fun , you may as
well enjoy Valentine's Day and show
the world some love.

I would not feel special if 1
received any of these gifts.
How much thought did it
have to take? I would want
something out of the box and
sentimental.
The expectations always
seem to be higher for women than men. Women want
the perfect fairytale day fuIJ
of ridiculous gifts and a date
that they could only dream
up. Yet, this day is only in ll1eir
dreams.
I don't think that if a significant
other gives all these meaningless
gifts, it shows how much iliey Jove
a person. It isn't coming from their
heait. It is coming from the commercialization of the ''holiday."
Couples are spotted everywhere in
SAMANTHA GARRETI I THE RIP love and celebrating on Valentine's
Day. Although, is it really true love
if you are brainwashed that love is in
HOLIDAY I Valentine's Day disapllie
air on Feb. 14? What happened to
points and does not live up to
all the love the rest of llie 364 days of
people's expectations.
tlie year?
On this day, you are supposed 10
Lauren D. Strong
proclaim
one person your one and
Reporter
only valentine. There are hundreds
Valentine's Day is just another day. of single people who don't have a
Some feel it is a day to express ilieir valentine. Some spend the ''holiday"
love for another, but that should hap- alone. They feel depressed as if they
pen eve1y day if you really care about are unwanted . It is so stupid to be
so m eo n e . feeli11g sad, depressed and lonely
The greeting because you don't have someone to
card holiday spend Valentine's Day with. From
has broken experience. a sing.le Valentine's Day
many hearts. is Jess stressful than having to prove
Many women and men expect so your love using the money in yow·
much on tJ1is "holiday." Therefore. pockets.
Valentine's Day is not a holiday. It
many are disappointed. The cliche
stuffed animal, hea11 box filled with is a day to spend money on materichocolate and flowers are given on alistic tJ1ings that all seem to l>e pink
this day. Some expect gifts and can- and red. Love should be celebrated
dy, but these gifts are never original. year round not just on Feb. 14.

Co N

'GADE FEEDBACK What celebrity do you think you look most like?
Editor's note: 'Gade Feedback is
a feature that asks students their
opinion various topics.

.----=----,

Oscar Luna,
art-photography:
"George Lopez'.'

Cynthia Edgmond,
liberal studies:
"Brooke Shields'.'

Byrce Maloy,
welding: "Merle
Haggard:'

•TlE:~ ;IIPl Emelie Burubeltz,
education: "Jayma
Mays'.'

Andy Loper~
physical education:
"Britney Spears
when she was bald'.'

Compiled by:
Annie Stockman /The Rip
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Movie fails to
deliver goods

Bioware
thrills with
Mass Effect 2

By Brian N. Willhite
Reporter

T he classic monster movie remake "Wolfman," is filled with action, gore and even some
laughs. But it Jacks the thrills and chills needed
to keep an audience in suspense and unfo1tunately, the laughs are not intended to be patt of
the film.
I LM
The movie co-stars
Benicio Del Toro as the
EVI EW
"prodigal son" Lawrence
Talbot, and Anthony HopW W U kins as his father, Sir John
Talbot, both of whom fail to deliver.
When young Talbot learns that his brother
has gone missing, he returns home to seai·ch for
him but soon discovers that his brother has been
murdered by a beast. The hunt is then on to find
the monster responsible. But as it turns out, the
problem is very close to home.
The silver story lining revolves around a fabled father and son that have become, of course,
bitt.er opposites and clash in a bout of morals
and beliefs which will inevitably lead to an end
where only one can smvive. This plot that has
been played out many tin1es over and should
have been re-imagined in my opinion.
T he beginning of the movie seemed to rush
the sto1y along, however, I didn't feel cheated
because the plot was ve1y thin and didn't re-
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quire the audience to engage in any so1t
of ro le-enhancing character development
to move along its premise.
What is tragic though is, the plague that
ails this movie, the dialogue.
With cliche one-liners straight out
of a Vin Diesel movie and bad delive1y
from Academy Award winning actors, I
couldn't help but laugh at the continuously ridiculous attempts to be sincere. And
to make it worse, the character Frederick
Abberline, played by Hugo Weaving of
the "Matrix" movies, seemed to be purposely speaking his dialogue as if he were
actually playing the role as Agent Smith.
Was this intentional?
Add in some badly choreographed
fight sequences stolen from "Planet of
the Apes", and a te1Tible love st.01y with
a woman who is supposedly in love with
someone else, and you've got a movie that
will leave you howling at the moon too.
As bad as it is, the film is not without its

merits though.
The music in the film was performed
well and added texture to the scenes as did
the cinematography that captured the rustic village and foggy scenic count1yside
that one would expect in a backwoods
Wolfman murder-mystery movie.
The make-up and special-effects rransfonnations were also ve1y detailed and
entertaining and stayed true to the classic look of the Wolfman original and ultimately, became the only thing that held
this bowl of hairy cheese together.
So, do the pros outweigh the cons? No.
But the directing isn't bad and there are
some highlights to take away from the audio and visuals of this fi lm.
I would recommend waiting for the
DVD release if you're the overly critical
type, but if you like bad creature features
with big budget backing like I do, then I
would suggest watching this movie. Just
know that I told you so.

Apple falls short releasing new iPad to market
By David Karnowski
Magazine editor

I'll be the first to admit that

I am at heatt a "Mac Fanboy."
Slap that magical bitt.en-apple
logo on just about anything, and
I will usually give it the benefit
of the
doubt
PRODUCT
for it's
superb
REVIEW
Ger m a n come California engineering and
design. Unfortunately, Apple
lnc.'s recently introduced iPad
product falls short of my wants
and desires for a newly revived
tablet computing market.
Culminating his multitude
of years in fanfare experience,
Apple's digital divo Steve Jobs
dropped the big news in one of
his classically built-up keynote
presentations on Jan. 27. The
iPad is being billed as Apple's
"most advanced technology in
a magical and revolutionaiy device at an unbebevable price."
No offense Apple, but your
device is neither revolutiona1y
nor reasonably priced. The introduction of the netbook computing market (Asus EeePC,
Dell Mini 9 and 10) in the past
couple of years has provided
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consumers with a more powerful solution than the iPad delivers at p1ices well below the
iPad's starting price of $499.
The claim of innovation for
interface is simply unfounded.
Tablet computers have existed
for many years and yet their
use remains confined mostly to
commercial workers in highly
specialized fields that require
a hand-held computer. The essentially enlarged iPhone that
is now caUed the iPad does not
deliver to this established mai·kel nor does it open the doors to
others.
My biggest gripe about the
iPad is its lack of computing
power. The specially designed
1 Gigahertz Apple ARM A4
processor is suitable for iPhonelike applications, but the inability for this device to ever run a
full version of OS X eliminates
so many consumers from its tai·get market. While I don't do it
often, I would love to be able to
open up Adobe Photoshop and
do some light editing while sitting on the couch.
Apple would have been much
bett.er off by delivering a product that supports one of Intel's
line of Atom processors. These
spicy yet miniature chips ai·e capable of running the latest version of OS X and are essentially

a scaled down version of the Intel Core 2 Duo line of chips.
The
repo1ted
9.7-inch
screen size with a resolution of
1024x768 pixel and an antiquated 4:3 propo1tion does not mesh
with modern media design. Almost every digital screen currently available for purchase,
whether it's an HDTV, laptop or
traditional desktop display uses
a more cinematic fiiendly 16:9
widescreen ratio. This means
that when you ai·e viewing a
movie on yow· new iPad, expect
those black bars on the top and
bottom that so many of us have
almost forgotten. By the way,
1024x768 pixels is a far cry
from the full 1080p resolution
of 1920x1080 that our eyes have
grown accustomed.
Being marketed as a media
display device, one would think
that the output from such a device would be capable of high
definition resolution. Apple has
not included the ability for the
iPad to deliver a video signal
to HDTV's in popular formats
such as HDMI or DVI. An older
connection type called VGA
is available with the extra purchase of an adapter.
Video over IP service proliferation over the past few years
has introduced many to the simple functionality of video con-

ferencing. T he iPad's exclusion
of a camera of any 01ientation
eliminates this more and more
popular mode of communication. If you like Skype, count it
out on the new iPad, or at least
the ability to use video with
such a service.
When Apple introduced the
MacBook Air in early 2008 the
featherweight computer had
mixed results in the marketplace. I think it would have been
beneficial to the co1poration to
convert this cwTently offered
product into a usable tablet. This
would allow for a full computing expe1ience with the advantages of a tablet interface.
Axiotron, a Los Angeles
based company, offers a service
to "mod" your cm,·ently owned
MacBook into a "ModBook."
For the fee of $699, one can get
a full-size and powered MacBook transformed into a tablet
computer including an advanced
Wacom digital interface. It even
includes the MacBook's built in
iSight camera.
Ultimately, I desire what
Apple has yet to introduce, an
iPad Pro, if you will. Something
that is capable of soaking up the
massive amounts of hard work
on my "heavy flow" days while
providing a comfortable interface. Try again Apple.

Samantha Garrett
Reporter

To be perfectly honest, I'm as
efficient at shooting games as the
next RPG nerd, so when my sister recommended Mass Effect to
me a while back, I didn't really
take her seriously.
It's
not that
GAME
I expected the
REVIEW
game to

****
*

be bad,
it
was
simply that I expected myself to
not be able to get past the first
area.
To make a roughly 30-hour
sto1y short, I enjoyed it, unsurprisingly I'm sure to those who
have played it, and I only died a
hundred times or so. And now
there's "Mass Effect 2."
There's always a hesitance
about sequels. Sw·e, "Mass Effect" is a planned series with a
cleat· story connecting its volumes, but that can still go wrong,
because game developers can
always make something go
wrong.
"Mass Effect 2," however, is
not a rehash of the first game
with essentially the same plot
and mechanics plus a few changes here and there.
Instead, it is a new and interesting addition to the first game
with enough in1provements to
the game p lay to make you feel
like you 're playing something
else entirely.
Sure, I found myself saving
the universe again, but that's just
because I'm so good at it.
What I found most remarkable
was that there was a tutorial at
the beginning of the game.
It's amazing how much a person can appreciate what is usually so iJTitating to get through. In
the first game, it took me several
hours to figure out what exactly
every button did.
I'm not exactly your seasoned
first person shooter veteran. This
wasn't because no one bothered
to tell me, but the second game
filled me in on everything before
I could even begin to wonder was
what to do next. And what better
way to give the player a tutorial
than with an attractive British
woman?
The solutions didn't end there.
Remember having to wait for

your weapon to cool down?
Well, now there are thermal
clips, which can be ejected while
shooting to cool yow· weapon.
And thankfully your felled enemies inexplicably excrete them,
so you never really rnn out..
How about randomly wanting to shut someone up while
he is explaining his evil plot to
you? Well, now with the help of
either "Paragon" or "Renegade"
!Jiggers, you can either gallantly
inte,rnpt him or hit him over the
head with the butt of your gun.
B ut be careful how often
you 're a loose-cannon spaceman, though, because the more
often you choose to do evil, or
just sort of mean things, the least
likely you are to have a pretty
face thanks to the strange addition of scars that heal as you become a better person.
There is still, of course, the
usual a1Tay of glitches throughout the game.
'Ihe Illusive Man can never
quite get his cigarette between
his lips, and members of my party were always just walking right
onto furniture.
Throughout the game, I found,
there was never a moment of,
"Well, what next?" Each chapter of the game canied me into
the next, and there was never a
sense of isolation from the plot,
as some quest-based games have
left me feeling. I'm talking to
you, "Bethesda."
As for the plot, well, there's no
denying that "Mass Effect 2" and
its predecessor are science fiction
in eve1y sense of the te1m.
From regenerating the dead,
to aliens bent on enslaving humanity with giant ticks; I knew,
when playing it, that if I asked
too many questjons I would find
myself lost, confused and somehow dissatisfied.
In short, it's a game worth
playing. I personally e njoy it a
bit too much, and I might find
myself playing it again, which
happens with me a bit too often when it comes to Bioware's
games.
I more than suggest it to those
who have been considering the
series.
Most in1portantly, you could
easily get away with playing it
even if you haven't played the
first one. So maybe you might
just skip ahead to save yourself
some time.

Australian and United Kingdom indie movie collaboration hits home run
By Katie Avery
Opi nion edito r

"The Boys Are Back" is a
critically acclaimed independent
drama about a father who must
learn to be a single parent aft.er
his wife's
tragic
INDIE FILM
death.
It is a
REVIEW
fantastic
tearjerker
that
explores topics of giief, abandonment, parenthood and the
struggle to move on.
The main chai·acter, Joe, played
by Clive Owen, is a sports w1iter
for a big-name newspaper who
must undergo the task of raising
his 7-year-old son, Artie, aft.er
his wife dies of cancer.
Things get even more complicated when his teenage son Hat·ry, from his previous maniage,
comes for a visit.

*****

BC BRAINS

The actors in this film had to
portray many different and incredibly challenging emotions,
which all of them pul led off ve1y
well.
Owen had to make the audience believe he was a grieving
widower and a lost and worried
parent who doesn't know exactly how to raise children on his
own.
George MacKay, who played
troubled teen I-Jany, did ve1y
well portraying envy at the attentio n his little brother receives as
well as forgiveness for the father
that abandoned him.
Nicholas McAnulty, in his
first-ever film, played Artie, the
young boy who is experiencing
death for the first time and does
not fully understand.
It was McAnulty 's depiction
of Artie that really stood out.
How do you explain to a child
the concept of g1-ief? Bow do
you get him to accurately show

COURTESY OF MIRIMAX FILMS

it? McAnulty really connected
with the audience, giving us all a
window into a child's mind.
This was an Australian and
United Kingdom collaboration
film, which makes it slightly different from An1eiican films. It
focuses on the central dramatic
theme of Joe learning to be a father to both his sons without the
help of his wife.

It introduces a possible romance but it does not follow it
through. Instead it leaves it up to
the audience to decide what the
characters will do next.
With nearly every American
film having a full love story, the
An1e1ican version of "The Boys
Are Back" would most definitely
include the romance, and then
the movie would be juggling plot

elements instead of focusing on
the real issue.
A good portion of the film, especially the beginning, was done
in short, cut scenes with ve1y
little dialogue giving just bits
of information at a time. These
cut scenes were interwoven with
long, artsy scenes that conveyed
all of the emotion of the story using only visuals and music.
This was interesting because
it didn't go into every detail of
the events that transpired and it
allowed the audience to make up
its mind about what the whole
thing was about.
This effect of short and long
alternating scenes is a little disorienting at times, but it allows
for some incredible cinematography in the Australian outback
setting and pairs it with a brilliant score.
The score was mostly soft and
slow piano and guitar dominant
pieces that set the mood for the

whole movie.
The music helped to make
the audience distraught, relaxed,
heartbroken and uplifted, all in
the same piece of music.
Since it is a drama, most men
would not initially pick this movie up. Its genre alone tells you
that it appeals to women more
than men, so most likely the only
way a guy is going to see this is if
a woman drags him along.
Also, the theme is not relatable
to eve1yone. Most people have no
idea what it's like to go through
the same things the characters go
through, so for some people, the
story may not be relevant.
It's obvious why c1itics and
audiences the world over have
raved about this film. It reaches
people on a very emotional level
and really makes the audience
feel something.
This film is a jewel among independent films and I would recommend it to anyone.

What does «kerfuffle" mean?

Editor's note: BC Brains is a
feature that asks students a
question to test their knowledge
of all things trivial.

Compiled by:
Annie Stockman / The Rip

Emilie Davenport,
Nursing/Business
Administration:
"A Wonka candy'.'

Joshua Cruz,
Undecided:
"Sounds like some
kind of pastry'.'

Lupita Castro,
Liberal Arts:
"Her skirt fell off'

Skylar Hernandez,
Sociology:
"Something Dr.
Suess made up'.'

Samya Varghese,
Biology:
"Some kind of
confusion'.'
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Sports complex opens
ATHLETICS I Bakersfield
College's new sports complex is
officially opened with a ribbonculting ceremony. Both baseball
and softball fiel ds are now ready
for use.

By Michael Waffor d
Repor ter

By Brian N. Willhite
Repo rter

Bakersfield College's Dean
and Adah Gay Spons Complex
opened Feb. 4 with a ribboncutting ceremony that included
speeches honoring the Gay fam ily and their commitments to BC
and the Kem County community.
After several delays in 2009,
the renovations to the baseball
and softball fields have been
completed. Included in the new
additions were updates to the
seating areas and field conditions
as well as adding new handicap
access routes.
Among the evening's presenters were City of Bakersfield
Mayor Ha1vey Hall as well as
David Gay, who spoke on behalf his parents Dean and Adah
Gay on how they loved BC and
the Kern County community.
Also presenting was BC president Greg Chamberlain, baseball
coach Tim Painton and softball
coach Sandi Taylor.
"This is a special day for our
community and BC and to recognize a family that has created
a legacy," said Hall as he spoke
on Dean and Adah Gay's contributions.
"These two special people
loved Bakersfield and BC," said
Painton about Dean and Adah
Gay. He also thanked the teams
for their efforts in the completion
of the new fields and how it will
be a " tremendous opportunity''
to play in the new facilities.
"This field really is a field of
dreams," said Taylor dur ing her
speech.
Players also commented on the

Cafeteria to get
new credit card
capable registers

JOE BERGMA

/ THE RIP

BC president Greg Chamberlain (left), Mayor Harvey Hall and baseball coach Tim Painton (right) cut
the ribbon to officially open the recently constructed Dean and Adah Gay Sports Complex on Feb. 4.
field's conditions, how it. compares to
other fields and what it means for the
competition.
" I think it's amazing," said B1ittany
Hunt, 19, softball outfielder and physical education major. "No community
college can ever beat our field."
"[The field] makes us want to go
o ut and do our best and get the win,
show everyone what we're about,"
said baseball pitcher Jared Lewis, 18,
undeclared.
Chamberlain talked about how the
facilities will be bet.ter for the players

((

This is a special day
for our community and BC and to
recognize a family
that has created a
legacy.

))

-Harvey Hall, Mayor
because BC will be able to host more
games at home so the teams won't
have to travel as much. He also dis-

cussed how the facility is good for students by giving them an opportunity
to take p1ide in their community.
The evening also honored past
alumni who came out to share in the
celebration.
Fonner players from the men's
baseball and women's softball teams
were on hand to be recognized before
the games started that evening.
The Dean and Adah Gay Sports
Complex is located on the BC campus
near the comer of Haley Street and
University Avenue.

The Bakersfield College cafete1ia may be receiving new cash registers in the near future.
Cun·ently in the approval stages, Food Services manager Alex Gomez proposed the $14,000
renovation in October of last year. According to
Gomez, the current registers are "over 10 years
old" and the new ones will bring the cafeteria " up
to the times."
All four registers in the cafeteria wiJl be replaced
by new touch-screen models. The new models were
chosen because they are "easy to teach," customizable and compatible with credit cards, according
to Gomez. Compatibility with credit and ATM
cards means students will be able to purchase food
without having to deal with physical money. This
fea ture also has other advantages, such as students
who use credit cards that aren't issued by Kem
Schools Federal a ·edit Union will no longer have
to pay the withdrawal fee for using campus ATM
machines.
When asked how they felt about the idea of the
new registers, students were generally excited.
'That'd be awesome. No one canies cash anymore," said histo1y major Matt Eden.
Students were also excited about the idea of being able to avoid the ATM. Janet Morales, child development major, said, "Sometimes you just have
your card and can't get out money because the line
is too long."
However, among the praise there were concerns.
There is a possibility that " transactions will be
slowed," according to Gomez. However, Gomez
said that the new machines are much faster than
previous card-compatible models.
The staff is also excited about the change. Student worker Rashad Brisco said, " It's about time."
Food services staff is hopeful that the machines
will ease u·ansactions for all parties involved and
make purchasing food more convenient for students. Cashier Anna Reading said, "It would help
them [students] and it would help us. It's a winwin," when asked about the new registers.
The new auxiliary services manager and analyst
Laura Lorigo, who began working on Feb. 1, said
" the plan is still in the approval phases," so currently no implementation date is set. Gomez, however,
is hopeful that the new registers will be in place by
summer term.

BC programs suffering Layoffs a possibility for college staff
from budget cutbacks
By Anthony B. Ellrodt
Copy editor

By Anthony B. Ellrodt
Copy editor

While catego1ical programs
at Bakersfield College may be
protected from local budget cuts,
DSP&S, CalWORKS, CARE
and EOPS are stiU facing deeper
cuts from the state level.
According to Chris Yatooma
of the State Chancellor 's office,
categorical programs receive
their own funding separate from
general funding from the state.
" Right now, the state provides
about $4600 per credit student
from the general fund," he said.
"Catego1ical program funding is
a set-aside of state dollars dedicated to a set program or category to support student services or
other suppo1t activity outside the
usual funding stream ."
Angelica Gomez, director of
the DSP&S office, expressed her
concern that the funding may
continue to dwindle.
"The college can't shut us
down though," said Gomez.
"Only the state chancellor's office can do that."
However, Gomez conceded
that the state office can still take
action if they don't feel the programs can continue to run as they
have been.
" We, [DSP&S], are not a required program," said Gomez.
"We can be completely te1minated and that's the state 's right
to do. Students need to realize,
however, that if that happens, the
college is still responsible for
manda ting accommodations and
making sure those accommodations are available to students."
Gomez indicated that the state
attempted to pull all four programs into a block grant, but the
measure failed.
"A block grant. simply means
that all four programs would
have been combined into one,
and the money would have been
disn·ibuted to one program instead of four," she said. " We're
all crossing o ur fingers that block
grants continue to fail, because

that would seiiously jeopardize
our programs."
Gomez also wants students
to be aware that DSP&S is still
operating at BC unti l the state
orders its removal, and that the
process to become a DSP&S student hasn't changed except for
the testing location.
"All the Finlinson Assessment
Center is doing is proctoring our
tests which we used to do in our
office," said Gomez. "Students
need to understand that to be approved into our program, their
disability must be verified by a
medical physician."

To some Bakersfield College students,
March 15 marks the middle of the spring
semester, and it also marks a time to star t
getting ready for finals. However, to faculty
and staff at BC, March 15 marks the date
that will determine whether they'll receive
layoff notices.
March 15 notices inform faculty and staff
that while they'll be pe1mitted to finish out
the year at their respective colleges, their
se1vices might no longer be needed for the
following academic year.
" March 15 notices don't necessarily mean
a person will be laid off," said Angelica
Gomez, director of the DSP&S program.
"They could end up bumping someone else
with less seniority, and that person will end

up having to leave."
Layoffs, however, aren't the only area
the budget cuts are affecting. Individual
departments on campus are feeling the cuts
in funding, especially the student Outreach
Center, which recently had its program terminated.
" I think it's a shame that a depaitment
gets entirely shut down that directly se1v ices students," said fonner director of Student
Outreach, Sonia Jeffery, who is now at College of the Sequoias in Visalia.
"All because of budget cuts that don' t
need to happen."
Joyce Coleman, dean of students at BC,
said that. out.reach seivices will continue, but
not like how they have been in the past.
" We'll still continue to run student tours
out of the dean's office," said Coleman.
"But we won't. be going out into the com-

munit.y Like we used to."
Coleman also indicated that the matric ulation budget has been cut, and students will
therefore have a more difficult time reaching their goals.
" Maniculation is anything a student does
to get their degree whether it's a two or fouryeai· degree," said Coleman.
Meanwhile, it was announced that 10 new
tenure-u·ack faculty positions have been
opened for the fall semester. The decision
to hire these new individuals was based on
several factors.
"Overall, we still must meet our target
and serve as many students as possible with
our limited resources," said BC President
Greg Chamberlain in an e-mail.
"Some positions were requested and
others identified based on meeting student
need."

SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS
Business

Business Administration
Criminal Justice: Corrections
Emergency Services & Safety Management
Health Care Insurance Specialist
Medical

Medical Assisting
Dental Assisting
Diagnostic Medical Sonography
Pharmacy Technology
Respiratory Therapy
Surgical Technology
Therapeutic Massage
Technical

HVAC-RTechnology
Industrial Technology
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